WHAT TO BRING TO BAND CAMP
CHECKLIST
A POSITIVE ATTITUDE
Instrument
ALL Music/Flip Folder/Lyre
Pencil
WATER BOTTLE!!!!
MEDICATION -Given to director and labeled with directions and medication form
SUNSCREEN - you will get sunburned!
HAT - you will get sunburned!
SUNGLASSES - outside a lot!
SWIMSUIT AND TOWEL
Sleeping Bag or Twin Sheet Set/Blanket
Pillow
Trash bag or sack for dirty/wet clothes
Tennis shoes for marching
Additional pair of shoes in case it rains
5 days of CLEAN clothes to march in (t-shirt or tank tops ok and shorts)
Comfortable evening activity clothes (jeans, t-shirts, sweatshirts,shorts, etc)
AT LEAST 5 pair of clean undies
AT LEAST 5 pair of socks (socks get wet/sweaty/stinky)
1 pair of SCRUFFY Clothing for band activities (these clothes may get yucky)
TOWEL/WASHCLOTH/ SOAP

DEODORANT!
Toothbrush/Toothpaste
Shampoo/Conditioner
Any additional personal toiletries
*Please leave excessive makeup/hair products at home! We prefer to see your real face!

Flashlight
Cool Weather Jacket/Sweatshirt - It can get cool at night at the Lake
Plain white T-shirt if you want to Tie-Dye-they will be altered so make sure it isn’t
something you are attached to
BUG REPELLANT -ticks and mosquitos are bad this year look for spray that can
conquer both
Rain Poncho/Umbrella -we march in rain

ITEMS NOT REQUIRED BUT NICE TO HAVE
Digital Camera
Mobile Device - NEVER allowed at meals, rehearsals, or activities -they must
stay in cabin -plus there is no reception on the island
Personal Snacks -in sealable containers -you don’t want woodland creatures
paying you a visit

WHAT NOT TO BRING!!!
A NEGATIVE ATTITUDE
Any contraband items listed on the Code of Conduct (For example: alcohol,
drugs, cigarettes, vaping items, weapons, etc..)
Any items with the intent of hazing: shaving cream, toilet paper, etc

YOU MUST GET PERMISSION TO BRING
speakers for mobile devices - okay WITH permission.
Games -games are great but please ask permission -there are some games out
there not band camp or school appropriate. (For Example-Cards against
humanity -do not bring!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)

